1. The reversible NAD+-linked oxidation of D-3-hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate in 0.1 M-sodium pyrophosphate buffer, pH8.5, at 25.0°C, catalysed by D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (D-3-hydroxybutyrate-NAD+ oxidoreductase, EC 1.1.1.30), was studied by initial-velocity, dead-end inhibition and product-inhibition analysis. 2. The reactions were carried out on (a) the soluble enzyme from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides and (b) an insoluble derivative of this enzyme prepared by its covalent attachment to DEAEcellulose by using 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine as coupling agent. 3. The insolubilized enzyme preparation contained 5mg of protein/g wet wt. of total material, and when freshly prepared its specific activity was 1 .2,umol/min per mg of protein, which is 67 % of that of the soluble dialysed enzyme. 4. The reactions catalysed by both the enzyme in solution and the insolubilized enzyme were shown to follow sequential pathways in which the nicotinamide nucleotides bind obligatorily first to the enzyme. Evidence is presented for kinetically significant ternary complexes and that the rate-limiting step(s) of both catalyses probably involves isomerization of the enzyme-nicotinamide nucleotide complexes and/or dissociation of the nicotinamide nucleotides from the enzyme. Both catalyses therefore are probably best described as ordered Bi Bi mechanisms, possibly with multiple enzyme-nicotinamide nucleotide complexes. 5. The kinetic parameters and the calculable rate constants for the catalysis by the soluble enzyme are similar to the corresponding parameters and rate constants for the catalysis by the insolubilized enzyme.
1. The reversible NAD+-linked oxidation of D-3-hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate in 0.1 M-sodium pyrophosphate buffer, pH8.5, at 25.0°C, catalysed by D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (D-3-hydroxybutyrate-NAD+ oxidoreductase, EC 1.1.1.30), was studied by initial-velocity, dead-end inhibition and product-inhibition analysis. 2. The reactions were carried out on (a) the soluble enzyme from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides and (b) an insoluble derivative of this enzyme prepared by its covalent attachment to DEAEcellulose by using 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine as coupling agent. 3. The insolubilized enzyme preparation contained 5mg of protein/g wet wt. of total material, and when freshly prepared its specific activity was 1 .2,umol/min per mg of protein, which is 67 % of that of the soluble dialysed enzyme. 4. The reactions catalysed by both the enzyme in solution and the insolubilized enzyme were shown to follow sequential pathways in which the nicotinamide nucleotides bind obligatorily first to the enzyme. Evidence is presented for kinetically significant ternary complexes and that the rate-limiting step(s) of both catalyses probably involves isomerization of the enzyme-nicotinamide nucleotide complexes and/or dissociation of the nicotinamide nucleotides from the enzyme. Both catalyses therefore are probably best described as ordered Bi Bi mechanisms, possibly with multiple enzyme-nicotinamide nucleotide complexes. 5. The kinetic parameters and the calculable rate constants for the catalysis by the soluble enzyme are similar to the corresponding parameters and rate constants for the catalysis by the insolubilized enzyme. D -3 -Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (D -3 -hydroxybutyrate-NAD+ oxidoreductase, EC 1.1.1.30) is widely distributed in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells and catalyses the reversible NAD+-linked oxidation of D-3-hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate: 1972). It is tightly bound to the inner membrane of the mitochondrion and closely associated with the NAD-linked electron-transport chain. The enzyme may be solubilized by removal from its associated mitochondrial membrane but in this state it is inactive. Full activity may be regained, however, by preincu-
CH3-CH(OH)-CH2-CO2-+NAD+ CH3-CO-CH2-C02-+NADH +H+
In mammalian systems this oxidation constitutes the first step in the utilization of D-3-hydroxybutyrate for provision of cellular energy, and certain tissues, e.g. myocardium, use this ketone body as their preferred substrate for energy provision (see Wieland, 1968) .
The mammalian enzyme has been studied by a number ofworkers (e.g. Lehninger et al., 1960; Krebs et al., 1962; Gotterer, 1967 Gotterer, , 1969 Nielsen et al., bation of the enzyme in solution with phosphatidylcholine Jurtshuk et al., 1963; Gotterer, 1967) .
In marked contrast with the enzyme from mammalian sources, n-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase from certain species of micro-organisms can be easily solubilized and exhibits no dependence upon phospholipid for activity (Shuster & Doudoroff, 1962; Williamson et al., 1962) . The enzyme from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides has been crystallized and its molecular weight (85000±6800) determined by a sedimentation-equilibrium method (Bergmeyer et al., 1967) . 133 The present paper reports a steady-state kinetic analysis of the reaction catalysed by D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides at pH8.5 to establish its kinetic mechanism. At this pH both the hydroxybutyrate oxidation and the acetoacetate reduction are relatively rapid (Bergmeyer et al., 1967) . The analysis was carried out on the reaction catalysed by the enzyme (a) in solution and (b) covalently attached to an insoluble polymeric matrix (DEAE-cellulose). The comparative kinetic study of the soluble and insolubilized forms of the enzyme was carried out to ascertain whether non-specific insolubilization of this oxidoreductase on an 'inert' supporting matrix necessarily gives rise to changes in the kinetic mechanism or in the parameters that characterize the catalysis. This is of interest in connexion with studies on the membranebound enzyme of mammalian systems. It seems possible that in these systems the phospholipid may provide a supporting matrix, which is essential for the enzyme's activity. In addition, insolubilized D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase could find important application in clinical analysis of ketone bodies. The use of the soluble enzyme for this purpose has been described .
in loss of 30% of the enzymic activity. The dialysis step was therefore not carried out on stock solutions of the enzyme used for kinetic studies in solution. It was carried out, however, in the preparation of enzyme solutions for attachment to DEAE-cellulose because the (NH4)2SO4 would have interfered with the attachment procedure (see below).
The concentration of the enzyme in solution was determined initially by the method of Lowry et al. (1951) with bovine serum albumin as protein standard. The protein concentration thus determined, together with a molecular weight of 85000 (Bergmeyer et al., 1967) and u.v.-absorption values, was used to calculate a value of E280 = 6.15 X 104M-l cm-l. A spectrophotometric assay was then used as a routine to determine protein concentration.
Insolubilized enzyme. The insolubilized enzyme (DEAE-cellulose -amino-s-triazinyl -D-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase) was prepared by a development of the coupling method first outlined by Kay & Crook (1967) (see also Kay &Lilly, 1970) . The method involves reaction of a nucleophilic centre in the enzyme (probably the e-amino group of a lysine residue) with DEAE-cellulose-aminochloro-s-triazine, i. The suspended protein (1 mg in 0.2ml) was brought into solution by addition of 0.1 M-sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.5 (3.8 ml), at 4°C. Such a stock solution was prepared freshly each day and was sufficient for about 40 kinetic runs. In the assay procedure 0.1 ml of the stock solution of enzyme was diluted to 10ml in the reaction cell, giving a solution containing 1.2mM-(NH4)2SO4. In preliminary experiments the (NH4)2-SO4 was removed from the stock solution by dialysis against 10mM-sodium phosphate buffer, pH6.5 (2 x 500ml), at 4°C for 12h. This procedure resulted The latter was prepared from DEAE-cellulose and 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine (see below).
The protein content of the insolubilized enzyme was determined by the mass balance method (see Crook et al., 1970) .
Preparations
Preparation of2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine. This was prepared from cyanuric chloride and NH3 gas by a modification of the method of Thurston et al. (1951) . Preliminary experiments on the attachment of yeast alcohol dehydrogenase to DEAE-cellulose by using 2 -amino -4,6 -dichloro -s -triazine prepared by the method of Kay & Lilly (1970) had yielded insolubilized enzyme preparations of variable activity. To ensure that the preparations of 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine used to couple D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase to DEAE-cellulose did not contain unchanged cyanuric chloride (which might cause cross-linking to occur) the formation of C1-was monitored and the reaction was allowed to continue until 1 g-ion of Clj/mol ofcyanuric chloride had been liberated. 1973
KINETIC MECHANISM OF D-3-HYDROXYBUTYRATE DEHYDROGENASE
A solution of cyanuric chloride (92g) in dry dioxan (1 litre) and toluene (200ml) was cooled externally in ice and stirred vigorously. Ammonia gas, dried by passage through KOH pellets, was passed slowly through the reaction mixture at such a rate that the temperature did not rise above 6°C. A white solid precipitated as the reaction proceeded. At intervals of approx. 0.5h, samples of the stirred suspension were removed and the solid was separated by vacuum filtration on a sintered-glass filter. The filter cake was washed thoroughly with acetone to remove organic material and the residual NH4Cl was dissolved in water and Cl-determined by titration with 50mM-AgNO3. After approx. 4h 1.Og-ion of Cl-/mol of cyanuric chloride had been liberated and the reaction was terminated by replacing the slow stream of NH3 gas by a rapid stream of N2. Passage of N2 through the reaction mixture was continued until NH3 was no longer detected (litmus paper) in the effluent gas (approx. 1 h). The solid material in the reaction mixture was then separated by vacuum filtration, resuspended in dioxan (1 litre), stirred in the liquid and removed again by vacuum filtration. The combined filtrates were then evaporated to dryness by rotary evaporation under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in acetone (1 litre) and to this solution was added water (1 litre). The volume of the mixture was halved by rotary evaporation under reduced pressure and the crystalline material that resulted was removed by vacuum filtration. The recrystallization procedure was repeated three times. The product (yield 75%/) was shown to be pure by t.l.c. and elemental analysis.
Preparation of DEAE-cellulose-aminochloro-s-triazine. This was prepared from DEAE-cellulose and 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine by the method of Kay & Lilly (1970) . It was stored in 100mM-sodium phosphate buffer, pH7.0, at 4°C and pre-equilibrated to the required ionic strength and pH immediately before use.
Preparation of DEAE-cellulose-amino-s-triazinyl-D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase. The attachment of the enzyme to the activated DEAE-cellulose is markedly affected by both pH and the buffer concentration. Maximal attachment at 4°C was found to occur in 10mM-sodium phosphate buffer, pH8.0 (D. Peacock (Clarke, 1959; McCann & Greville, 1962) . Enzymic estimation of the purity of the D-isomer by using the equilibrium constant reported by Krebs et al. (1962) gave a value of 98 %.
Lithium acetoacetate was prepared by the method of Hall (1962) and shown to be 95 % pure by enzymic assay.
NAD+ [Sigma (London) Chemical Co.] was purified by the method of Dalziel & Dickinson (1966) , stored frozen and never kept longer than 4 days after purification. Its concentration was measured spectrophotometrically by using E260 = 1.76 x 104M-1 Cm-1 (Dalziel & Dickinson, 1966) .
NADH (grade III) was obtained in pre-weighed vials from Sigma (London) Chemical Co. and was shown to be 98 % pure by enzymic assay (reduction of pyruvate catalysed by lactate dehydrogenase; Hakala et al., 1956) . The concentration of NADH in solution was calculated from E340 = 6.22 x 103 M-1 Ccm- (Horecker & Kornberg, 1948) 
Initial-rate measurements
The reactions catalysed by both soluble and insolubilized forms of the enzyme were studied in 0.1 Msodium pyrophosphate buffer, pH8.5, at 25.0°C. The enzyme concentrations employed were (a), for the soluble enzyme, 1,ug/ml (23.5nM) and (b), for the insolubilized enzyme, 10-50mg of total material containing 4-20,ug of protein suspended in 10ml of solution containing the substrates. The appearance or disappearance of NADH was followed by recording the u.v. absorbance at 340nm. The reaction mixture (whether solution or suspension) was stirred magnetically at constant speed in the thermostatically controlled cell compartment of a Zeiss PMQI 1 spectrophotometer, which was coupled to a Smith's Servoscribe recorder.
In the reactions catalysed by the insolubilized enzyme the presence of the insoluble material in the stirred suspension affected the spectrophotometric analysis of product formation in two ways. It decreased the upper limit of the concentration range over which the u.v. absorption by NADH at 340nm obeyed Beer's Law, from 350 to 2501tM and also gave rise to 'noise' in the recorder trace with an amplitude of up to ±0.002E340 unit. These effects, however, did not interfere with the accurate measurement of the concentration of NADH in the reaction mixture nor thus of the reaction rate.
Further support for the reliability of measurement of u.v. absorption in stirred suspensions (at least at wavelengths >300nm) with the Zeiss PMQ11 spectrophotometer is provided by the observation that the spectrum of sodium salicylate (90,M, in sodium phosphate buffer, pH7.0, I= 0.1; A.ma. 300nm) is not seriously perturbed by the presence of suspended O-carboxymethylcellulose (at least up to 10mg/ml; 2cm cell) (K. Brocklehurst, E. M. Crook & P. L. Russell, unpublished work).
Data processing
The primary data obtained in this study consist of values of the steady-state rate (v), each one corresponding to a different concentration of one of the substrates (S), obtained while all other variables were maintained constant. Each set of primary data was plotted according to one of the linear transforms of the Michaelis-Menten equation (eqn. 1) to check that the data did appear to fit eqn. (1):
V=Km+ [S ] (1)
The primary data ([SO], v pairs), which appeared to fit eqn. (1), were used to determine the characterizing parameters of this equation (V and K.) by using the computer program described by Cleland (1963a) . This program uses the procedure described by Wilkinson (1961) . Provisional estimates of the parameters are obtained by weighted regression of the linear (reciprocal) form of eqn. (1). These are then refined by iterative fitting of the data to eqn. (1) until the value of Km becomes constant.
Decisions about the nature of the initial-velocity patterns and the various inhibition patterns were made by inspection of the plotted data.
The constituent data of the secondary plots in the initial-velocity analysis (slopes, i.e. KmIV, and ordinate intercepts, i.e. 1/V, against the concentration of the fixed substrate) were analysed by weighted linear regression to provide provisional estimates of Vf, KA, KB, KA, Vr, Kmp, K2 and K? (see eqn. 5). These estimates were subsequently refined by fitting the complete set of data from the initial-velocity analysis to eqns. (6) and (7) as described by Cleland (1963a) . In the inhibition analyses the characterizing parameters were evaluated by fitting the data to eqn. (2) for linear competitive inhibition, eqn. (3) for linear uncompetitive inhibition and eqn. (4) for linear noncompetitive inhibition:
In eqns. (2)- (4), [I] is the inhibitor concentration and K1s and K,, are the operationally defined inhibition constants relating to the secondary plots of slope and intercept respectively (see Cleland, 1963a) .
Standard errors on the kinetic parameters obtained from apparent inhibition constants (see the Results and Discussion section) were calculated as described by Morrison & Uhr (1966) . Cleland, 1963b) and are therefore not considered further.
In eqn. (5), Vf and Vr are the maximum velocities of the forward and reverse reactions respectively; K.
and KQ are the dissociation constants of the EA and EQ complexes respectively; K., K., K' and K2 are the Michaelis constants which characterize the interaction of A, B, P and Q respectively with the appropriate enzyme form and have no obvious significance, except for the operational one of the magnitude of the particular substrate concentration corresponding Vol. 133 Dead-end inhibition of the forward reaction: demonstration that the forward reaction is ordered and that NAD+ binds to the free enzyme One way to decide whether a sequential kinetic mechanism approximates to an ordered mechanism or to a random mechanism and, if to the former, to determine the order of binding, is to carry out a deadend-inhibition analysis. One rational choice of a deadend inhibitor is a molecule which is a close structural
analogue of one of the substrates but not of the other (for the reaction in a given direction). an inhibitor, however, an uncompetitive inhibition pattern will be obtained when the concentration of the substrate that binds first is varied. Demonstration of an uncompetitive inhibition pattern therefore allows the detection of an ordered mechanism and the delineation of the order of binding. When the concentration of the substrate that binds second is Vol. 133 varied a competitive inhibition pattern will be obtained.
In the present work, ADP-ribose was used as a structural analogue of NAD+ and DL-lactate as a structural analogue of D-3-hydroxybutyrate. Fig. 4 demonstrates that, for both catalyses, ADP-ribose gives rise to a competitive inhibition pattern when NAD+ is the variable substrate and to a noncompetitive inhibition pattern when D-3-hydroxybutyrate is the variable substrate. Fig. 5 demonstrates that, for both catalyses, when NAD+ is the variable substrate the secondary plots of the inhibition data (slopes of the primary plots in Fig. 4 against inhibitor concentration) for ADP-ribose are linear. Fig. 6 demonstrates that, for both catalyses, D-lactate gives rise to a competitive inhibition pattern when D-3-hydroxybutyrate is the variable substrate and to an uncompetitive inhibition pattern when NAD+ is the variable substrate. Fig. 7 demonstrates that for both catalyses the secondary plots of the inhibition data (slopes and ordinate intercepts of the primary plots in Fig. 6 against inhibitor concentration) for D-lactate are linear.
The dead-end-inhibition patterns presented in Figs. 4 and 6 demonstrate that catalysis by both the free and the insolubilized enzyme in the forward direction approximate closely to an ordered kinetic mechanism, in which NAD+ binds first (i.e. to the uncombined enzyme E) and D-3-hydroxybutyrate binds second (i.e. to the EA complex). The probable linearity of the secondary plots (Figs. 5 and 7) indicates that binding of only 1 mol of either ADP-ribose or D-lactate (see below) to each mol ofthe appropriate enzyme form is mainly responsible for the observed dead-end inhibitions.
The apparent inhibition constants (Ki or KIA) that characterize the various dead-end inhibitions were determined by fitting the data to the appropriate equation by using the computer programs described by Cleland (1963a Cleland, 1963c) . In eqns. (8) and (11) I -ADP-ribose and K.' = dissociation constant of the E-ADP-ribose complex; in eqns. (9) and (10) I = Dlactate and K' = dissociation constant of the E-Dlactate complex. Because, at the concentrations used in this study, L-lactate does not act effectively either as a substrate or as an inhibitor of this enzyme (Bergmeyer et al., 1967) , the experimental value of Kis for the inhibition by DL-lactate when D-3-hydroxybutyrate was the variable substrate was divided by 2 to provide the corresponding inhibition constant for D-lactate. The values of the apparent inhibition constants and the kinetic parameters calculated from them by the parametric comparison described above are collected in Table 1 . The values of the kinetic parameters obtained from initial velocity, dead-end inhibition and product inhibition (see later) analyses are collected in Table 2 . Calculation of the kinetic parameters from dead-end and product-inhibition data involves the combination of several parameters, each of which will be subject to error. The calculated parameters will therefore be subject to rather large errors. The most reliable values of the parameters should be those obtained from the initial-velocity analysis. When account is taken of this, the good agreement of the kinetic parameters obtained by the different kinetic analyses provides confirmatory evidence for the postulated ordered Bi Bi mechanism.
Product inhibition oftheforward reaction: demonstration that the reverse reaction also is ordered and that NADH binds to thefree enzyme; evidence for kinetically significant ternary complexes, for the absence of kinetically significant free-enzyme isomers andfor the absence of the most common types of dead-end complexes
The results of the initial-velocity and dead-endinhibition analyses discussed above indicate that the catalysis by the enzyme both in solution and in the insolubilized state is sequential and that in the forward reaction NAD+ binds obligatorily first (i.e. to the free enzyme). Thus of the kinetic mechanisms that are commonly encountered, only the plexes. Appreciable formation of dead-end ternary complexes of the EAA and EQQ type is considered unlikely on the basis of the initial-velocity analysis (see above). The intersecting patterns of the initialvelocity data in Figs. 1 and 2 suggest the absence of EQB and EAQ complexes (see Cleland, 1970) . The results presented so far, however, do not permit the elimination of dead-end ternary complexes of the EAP type. In addition to this possibility, another mechanism that has not been eliminated is one in which the reverse reaction is random even though the forward reaction is ordered, i.e. an ordered-random Bi Bi mechanism. This type of mechanism, to our knowledge has never been found to describe an enzyme catalysis. Vol. 133 The product-inhibition analysis of the forward reaction was carried out in an attempt to resolve at least some of these ambiguities. The productinhibition patterns of the forward reaction catalysed by the enzyme in solution are presented in Fig. 8 and ofthat catalysed by the insolubilized enzyme in Fig. 9 . The results of the product-inhibition analysis, which are the same for both catalyses, are summarized in Table 3 . It is convenient in discussing the results of the product-inhibition analysis to make use of Table   4 , which presents five types of kinetic mechanism for two-substrate reversible reactions. For each of the four types of sequential mechanism the five types of variation that seem most likely to occur are considered in addition to the basic mechanism. Table 4 demonstrates how, for these catalyses, various types of steady-state kinetic analysis have allowed the probable elimination of all except one of the kinetic mechanisms that were considered.
It shows also which mechanisms remained as possibilities when the product-inhibition study of the forward reaction was begun.
Inhibition by NADH (Q) with NAD+ (A) as variable substrate at non-saturating fixed concentrations of D-3-hydroxybutyrate (B)
Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) show that for both catalyses this inhibition is competitive, i.e. both A and Q bind to the same enzyme form, E. This result eliminates the possibility of free-enzyme isomerization, i.e. that when the EQ complex dissociates it produces the enzyme in a form (F) which must isomerize (to E) before it can bind A. It eliminates also the possibility of the formation of EAQ dead-end complexes. This is because saturating the system with A would not eliminate the formation ofEAQ complexes that would give rise to ordinate-intercept effects. Similarly, the competitive patterns in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) suggest that the catalysis is not of the ordered-random type. Binding of Q to EP would not be abolished by saturating the system with A. This inhibition reported in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a), however, may not be a very sensitive test for an ordered-random mechanism. In the presence of relatively high concentrations of Q and very low concentrations of P (and therefore presumably of EP) such a mechanism might approximate sufficiently closely to an ordered Bi Bi mechanism that the inhibition pattern may approximate to competitive.
Inhibition by acetoacetate (P) with NAD+(A) as variable substrate at fixed, non-saturating concentrations ofD-3-hydroxybutyrate (B)
The postulate that this catalysis does not proceed by an ordered-random mechanism, however, is supported by the finding that the inhibition by acetoVol. 133 acetate (P) with NAD+ (A) as variable substrate at non-saturating fixed concentrations of D-3-hydroxybutyrate (B) is non-competitive (see Figs. 8c and 9c ). Since at relatively high concentrations of P and very low concentrations of Q, the predominant route of an ordered-random mechanism might be expected to be: EPQ -EP V E the A versus P inhibition might be expected to be competitive. Strictly the possibility does still remain that the very low concentration of Q is compensated for by very low dissociation constants for EQ and/or EPQ = EQ+P. This could result in the observed non-competitive pattern of Figs. 8(c) and 9(c) . Figs. 8(c) and 9(c) do not eliminate the possibility of an ordered-random mechanism with an EAP complex that would give the observed non-competitive pattern. That this mechanism does not describe the catalysis, however, is suggested by the competitive patterns in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) (see above) and the linearity of some of the secondary product-inhibition-plots (see below).
Inhibition by acetoacetate (P) with D-3-hydroxybutyrate (B) as variable substrate at fixed, non-saturating concentrations ofNAD+ (A) Figs. 8(b) and 9(b) show that for both catalyses this inhibition is non-competitive. This finding eliminates the possibility of a Theorell-Chance mechanism with or without EAP or EBQ dead-end ternary complexes. This is because in such a mechanism B and P would both effectively bind to the same enzyme form and thus the inhibition would be competitive. Any effect of P would be abolished at saturating concentrations of B and thus no ordinate-intercept effect would be observed. Because the Theorell-Chance mechanism is probably best regarded as a special case of an ordered Bi Bi mechanism in which the steady-state concentration of the EAB-EPQ central complexes is finite, although near zero, theoretically a small intercept effect would be predicted if sufficiently high concentrations of both B and P could be used. In practice, however, intercept effects would not generally be expected for a TheorellChance mechanism. If they were observed the mechanism would be regarded as ordered Bi Bi and not Theorell-Chance.
Probable kinetic mechanism
Of the kinetic mechanisms considered (Table 4) the number of probable, permissible mechanisms has been decreased by the A-versus-Q, A-versus-P and B-versus-P inhibition studies (Figs. 8a-c and 9a-c) to two, i.e. ordered Bi Bi with or without an EAP deadend complex. As discussed above, the ordered- (M-1) both the catalyses. The inhibition patterns found in the dead-end-inhibition and product-inhibition analyses are summarized in Table 5 . Similarly, these mechanisms cannot be distinguished by analysis of the product-inhibition patterns for the reverse reaction. They may be distinguished, however, at least theoretically, by consideration of some of the secondary plots of the product-inhibition data (see Cleland, 1970) . This type ofanalysis requires decisions to be made about the linearity of the secondary plots.
This criterion is often more difficult to apply than the one used in deciding whether a particular productinhibition pattern is of the competitive or noncompetitive type. The secondary plots of the productinhibition data are presented in Fig. 10 . It is considered that these data do not constitute compelling evidence that any of the secondary plots is parabolic or hyperbolic in nature. Thus the simplest kinetic mechanism for this catalysis that is consistent with the initial-velocity, dead-end-inhibition and productinhibition analyses is the ordered Bi Bi mechanism (Scheme 1). Ofthe permissible mechanisms remaining from those considered in Table 4 , only this one would be predicted to give rise to the linear secondary plots of all the characterizing parameters of the primary for an ordered Bi Bi mechanism when the concentration of one or the other product is set to zero have been presented by Cleland (1963c) . The apparent product-inhibition constants and the kinetic parameters derived therefrom are given in Table 3 (see also  Table 2 ). The types of possible variation in kinetic mechanism not so far considered are isomerization of the central complexes EAB and EPQ and of the noncentral complexes EA and EQ. The former cannot be detected by steady-state kinetics. The latter, however, may be detected by consideration of the quantitative relationships between the kinetic parameters that characterize the catalysis (Cleland, 1970) .
As discussed above, the simplest kinetic mechanism consistent with the data is the ordered Bi Bi mechanism. In an attempt to detect isomerizations of noncentral ternary complexes, the first Haldane relationship and the eight rate constants of Scheme 1 were calculated on the basis of the ordered Bi Bi model.
Haldane relationship
For an ordered Bi Bi mechanism the equilibrium constant at a given pH for the reversible reaction:
D-3-Hydroxybutyrate+NAD+ acetoacetate +NADH +H+ data. Predictions of the nature of secondary plots are made on the basis of whether multiple-binding modes of a given product would affect slopes or ordinate intercepts or both of the primary plots (see Cleland, 1970) . The kinetic parameters that characterize the catalysis are collected in Table 2 . To calculate some of these parameters, the kinetic mechanism must be known. In these calculations it has been assumed that the catalysis follows an uncomplicated ordered Bi Bi mechanism.
Although the product-inhibition analysis has shown that the data are not consistent with the Theorell-Chance mechanisms given in Table 4 , there is one type of Theorell-Chance mechanism that cannot be distinguished from the ordered Bi Bi mechanism by steady-state kinetics. This is a Theorell-Chance mechanism with EAB and EPQ dead-end ternary complexes. This situation has been discussed by Wratten & Cleland (1963 Thus the Haldane relationship for the ordered Bi Bi mechanism appears to be obeyed and provides no evidence for any deviation from this mechanism.
Calculation of the rate constants
By assuming that the catalysis may be described by Scheme 1 the rate constants of this model may be calculated from the kinetic parameters giveninTable 2 (see Cleland, 1963b Cleland, 1963b) . The inadequacy seems to be reflected in the value of K21/KQ, which is too large to be accommodated by the simple ordered Bi Bi model (see the relationships in Table 6 ). Expansion of the ordered Bi Bi model to include either isomerization of the EQ complex or wrong-way binding of Q to give a dead-end QE complex could account for the low value of k+4 (see Cleland, 1963b ) and the negative value of k+3. Cleland (1963b) has pointed out that if an EQ complex isomerization results in a rate constant for one of the steps of the forward reaction that is smaller than kcat.f the possibility then exists that an EA complex isomerization also occurs but this will not give rise to a rate constant for one of the steps of the reverse reaction which is smaller than kcat.r.
Evidence from radioisotopic redistribution at chemical equilibrium (Preuveneers et al., 1973) suggests that the interconversion of the central ternary complexes is not rate-limiting in this catalysis. This evidence, together with the rate constants given in Table 6 , suggests that in common with many other NAD-linked dehydrogenases the rate-limiting step(s) may be concerned with the isomerization of the enzyme-nicotinamide nucleotide complexes and/or the dissociation of the nicotinamide nucleotides from the enzyme.
Comparison of the reactions catalysed by the soluble and the insolubilized enzymes
The data presented above demonstrate that insolubilization of D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides by covalent attachment to DEAE-cellulose by using 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine as coupling agent has not altered in any detectable way the permissible complexes formed between the enzyme and its four substrates or their possible pathways of interconversion at pH 8.5. To our knowledge, this study is the first determination of a kinetic mechanism for an insolubilized enzyme. It would have been difficult to undertake the large number of kinetic measurements needed in such a study without being able to use the continuous method of rate assay, which use of the substrates and positively charged supporting matrix, which would be predicted at low ionic strength (see Wharton et al., 1968; Goldstein et al., 1970) , would not be expected to obtain at the ionic strength (1.3) employed in this study.
Comparison ofthe kinetic mechanismsfor the reaction catalysed by D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenases from Rhodopseudomonas spheroides and from bovine heart mitochondria When the work described in this paper had been completed, Nielsen et al. (1972) reported in a preliminary communication that the reaction catalysed by D-3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase from bovine heart mitochondria also appears to follow an ordered Bi Bi mechanism, in which the nicotinamide nucleotides bind obligatorily first to the enzyme. This was inferred from initial-velocity and product-inhibition studies.
